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Media Relations for Link Building 101







We've been talking about how 
traditional PR needs to evolve for 

years 



Yes, traditional PR is 
great...



But we live in a digital 
first world...













No looking back....



Link building is hard 



Getting from a campaign idea to links 
takes a lot of work... 



The Process





If you get these two 
stages right… 



You can take your client 
from looking like... 



This...



To this...



My promise is that by the end of this talk 
you’ll be able to...



Create a campaign-specific 
prospecting list for the best chance of 

success



Write a pitch email that gets cut 
through in an oversaturated inbox



Get organised
Tip #1: 



In order to pitch to over one 
hundred contacts with a team, you 

need to be organised



If not, you risk missing key contacts 



Or worse...



Spamming journalists with the 
same content several times



You need a process to stick to and a 
document that becomes your 

outreach bible



In a prospecting list you 
need...



❏ Publication
❏ Contact’s name 
❏ Contact’s email
❏ Name of team member pitching
❏ Pitch date
❏ Followed up date
❏ Notes section



❏  URL to the piece
❏  List of your angles
❏  Embed code
❏  Link to the pitch
❏  Link to the press release



Which feels like 
a lot...



This is what ours looks like at Aira





Traffic light system
Red        – Not of interest
Orange  – Warm lead
Green     – Coverage



You also need to make sure you’re 
checking for duplicates 



Want to start your own super organised 
prospecting list?

Here you go!

aira.net/optimisey



Get specific & tailored

Tip #2:



In order to gain links



The right content



Relevant contacts 



Specific sectors



At the right time



Here’s how not to do this...



Here are some tweets by
The Sun Travel Editor 



She receives so many irrelevant press 
releases, she Tweets an

 “irrelevant press release of the day” 



And she’s been doing this 
since 2012...









So, how do you make 
sure your press release doesn’t appear 
on a tweet of shame?



Think about which sectors 
your piece appeals to





Travel



Travel

Lifestyle

Nationals

Student 

International







If you’re struggling to think of 
more angles and publications 











At Aira, a lot of us have traditional 
PR backgrounds and this is how we 

get big links fast



We jump on the press quickly 



But what is a reactive 
opportunity? 



Remember this story?





At the RSPB, we turned that 
into a huge amount of 

coverage 





And we do this in Digital PR too...





With evergreen content, comes 
evergreen reactive opportunities



Launched October 2018

Most recent 
followed link 
- June 2019



Campaign link target
 10 links 



Campaign links achieved
 30 links



Find your contacts

Tip #3:



Once you’ve figured out which sectors 
and publications you’re pitching to, 
you need to find specific contacts



This isn’t always easy



Here’s how to do it… 





If you can’t find your contact 
using these tools, Twitter can be 

a great help



Some journalists will have their 
email in their bio



Some will have shared their email 
before on threads 



Search @username “email”



You can also pitch ideas using 
Twitter if you can’t find another way 

of getting in touch...





JOURNALIST FOR PLANET 
FOOTBALL

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE PIECE



The journalist sent me a DM with his email



I sent him the pitch and press release



Just a few days later...





Follow key journalists on 
Twitter 





Dating/relationships



Female



Mental health



So maybe not...



Seems kind of obvious right?



Apparently not...



It’s really tempting to rush this stage, 
but it’s vital that you don’t 



If you simply scrape 500 contacts 
from a database...



You’re going to be wasting your time 



So now you have lots of relevant 
contacts for the publications that 
are most likely to use your content



It’s time to pitch!



These are the things to think about...



Your subject line

Tip #4:



The Daily Mirror’s Consumer Features 
Editor, Nada, said she had 92,000 

unread emails in her inbox.



So how the hell do you get 
noticed? 



Here’s how we do it...



At Aira we were going on gut instinct as to 
what made a strong subject line



...and we were 
doing pretty well!



The industry standard open 
rate is 20.8% 



 Our average open rate was 
30%

 



Pretty good… but we knew we 
could improve



We did A/B testing 
using Buzzstream on...



 ‘Story tip’ VS ‘Data’



Journalists name in the subject 
VS without it 



Both ‘data’ and ‘story tip’ 
did way better with the 

journalist’s name 
included than without it



‘Story tip’ did better than 
‘Data’ overall



So that’s the format we adopted…



Story tip for [name]: Punchy 
headline or shiny key statistic



 

Personalised

Eye-catching



This formula got us a 52% open rate!



 By doing this, we can achieve 
22% more opens 



That’s on top of our already 
above-average open rate



As a team we send around 
300-400 outreach emails a week, 

across all clients

And no… 88 more opens doesn’t mean 88 more guaranteed links but if they’re 
opening your email amongst 92,000 in their inbox, you’re winning half of the 
battle! 



This means we could end up with 
around 66-88 more opens per week



And no, 88 more opens doesn’t 
mean 88 more guaranteed links 



But if they’re opening your email
you’re winning half of the battle



Test test test!



Formatting

Tip #5:



Keep your pitch emails simple, 
concise and waffle free. Always

G



You need to tell the journalist the who, 
what, when, where and why at a 

glance
G



Here’s how you do that… 



Get straight to the point...FAST

LINK TO CLIENT

LINK TO 
CAMPAIGN



USE COLOUR IN ONE LINER 
SO A JOURNALIST CAN 
DIGEST AT A GLANCE 

The journalist just wants to see the main story...



USE BULLET POINTS 

BOLD THE KEY STATISTICS AND HEADLINES

Pick out the key hooks for the reader...



TOP 5/10 LISTS WORK WELL 
FOR JOURNALISTS

Keep the data clear and simple...



INCLUDE THE PRESS 
RELEASE, EMBED CODE AND 
OFFER ADDITIONAL COPY

Make their job as easy as possible...



ADD A SCREENSHOT SO 
THEY CAN SEE HOW 
PRETTY/COOL THE 
CONTENT PIECE  LOOKS 
WITHOUT EVEN 
HAVING TO OPEN IT...

Make them want to see more...



If you put that all together it should look 
something like this…. 



Pitch Perfect: 



TELL THE STORY AT A 
GLANCE

NO WAFFLY INTROSGIVE ALL THE INFO 
NEEDED



Make sure to check your spelling… 
especially in the subject line 



But we all do that? 



SHIT





If you really like the work of a 
journalist, it’s fine to drop in a 

complement 



 But make sure it’s genuine…



Don’t do this!





Always follow up

Tip #6:



One simple follow up email can be 
really effective in getting a 

response...



But it’s a little bit like 
dating… 



You don’t want to get in touch 
too quickly...



But you also shouldn’t 
leave it a week



Nationals

2 days maximum



Regionals

2-3 days 



But stick to ONE follow up and 
NEVER call a journalist without 

arranging first



Still no reply? 



Take the hint



That contact simply doesn’t want 
to use your piece right now



It’s not worth 
burning bridges...



And finally, if a journalist does come 
back to you saying 

“thanks but no thanks”



Don’t be this person....





If the journalist does cover 
your story...



Always say thank you!



Get ready to build links… 
In Summary 



Get a shared doc with 
everything that you need

                               aira.net/optimisey



Think broadly about your angles 



Find the right journalists using a 
variation of tools and Twitter



Test your subject lines and 
find out what works!



Get to the point

Pull out the hooks

Make the data clear

Provide what they need



And always always always
follow up



But if there’s one key takeaway



BE SPECIFIC



Link building isn’t one size fits all



Tailored prospecting lists and 
carefully crafted pitches are 
needed for the best chance of 

success



Link building isn’t easy



And it shouldn’t be



It’s time consuming...



But it’s worth it...





Thank you!


